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Hardware component databases are vital resources in designing embedded systems. Since creating these
databases requires hundreds of thousands of hours of manual data entry, they are proprietary, limited in the
data they provide, and have random data entry errors.
We present a machine learning based approach for creating hardware component databases directly from
datasheets. Extracting data directly from datasheets is challenging because: (1) the data is relational in nature
and relies on non-local context, (2) the documents are filled with technical jargon, and (3) the datasheets are
PDFs, a format that decouples visual locality from locality in the document. Addressing this complexity has
traditionally relied on human input, making it costly to scale. Our approach uses a rich data model, weak
supervision, data augmentation, and multi-task learning to create these knowledge bases in a matter of days.
We evaluate the approach on datasheets of three types of components and achieve an average quality of
77 F1 points—quality comparable to existing human-curated knowledge bases. We perform application studies
that demonstrate the extraction of multiple data modalities including numerical properties and images. We
show how different sources of supervision such as heuristics and human labels have distinct advantages that
can be utilized together to improve knowledge base quality. Finally, we present a case study to show how this
approach changes the way practitioners create hardware component knowledge bases.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Creating embedded systems often requires developing new hardware. Searching for components
that best meet system requirements constitutes a significant portion of design time. Downloading
a datasheet is easy, but figuring out which datasheet to download is hard. Typically, the needed
information is hidden in the datasheet itself, a complex document that is impenetrable to standard
search engines. Requirements are typically multi-dimensional and quantitative, so selecting the
right component involves ranges across multiple properties, such as voltage gain and non-textual
information like packaging response graphs. Usually there are many (e.g., thousands) of different
versions of a component with equivalent functionality but differences in cost, energy, or size.
Hardware engineers today conduct component searches by visiting many different web search
engines, delicately tuning parameters on each one to get a handful (not zero, not hundreds) of
results, manually aggregating the results, then inspecting individual datasheets for information
not accessible in these search engines.
This laborious process means that designing hardware requires a library of components in one’s
head, gained through deep experience. Without this experience, hardware design remains a formidable challenge: Maker forums have detailed discussions on picking the right transistor [36], and
entire research papers hinge on careful component selection [17].
The challenge of hardware component selection stands in stark contrast to the ease of selecting
good software libraries. Software library information is easily accessible and searchable: Searches
yield easy-to-use libraries such as web servers, graphics, or data analysis. Since searches are textual, they can be easily answered by crawling documentation, package descriptions, or community
boards such as Stack Overflow. Any given search typically yields only a small number of wellmaintained libraries for a given purpose; there are not hundreds of graphing packages comparable
to matplotlib1 or hundreds of secure socket libraries comparable to libssl.2
Hardware component databases are valuable tools for hardware developers. As shown in
Figure 1, applications and tools can use these knowledge bases to cross-validate existing databases
to answer questions such as “which operational amplifiers should I use to build this gain circuit,”
or even to query non-textual data like product thumbnails.
Services such as Digi-Key,3 Mouser,4 and Parts.io5 help hardware developers by building proprietary databases; they offer component search pages that drive billions of dollars in sales [11].
However, these databases are often created manually. People with sufficient technical expertise to
understand a datasheet (e.g., whether VCC and VDD are interchangeable in a given setting) enter
data by hand. Human data entry, however, is prone to both random errors and errors based on
individual biases [14]. Further, these databases are incomplete. The cost of data entry results in
databases that contain a limited subset of the available information (e.g., a few characteristics out
of dozens within a single datasheet).
1 https://matplotlib.org/.
2 https://www.openssl.org/.
3 https://www.digikey.com/.
4 https://www.mouser.com/.
5 https://parts.io/.
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Fig. 1. Hardware component knowledge bases are populated from datasheets and serve valuable applications such as cross-validation, selecting components based on optimal electrical characteristics, or building
rich search interfaces.

Fig. 2. An example document highlighting the challenges of extracting information from PDF datasheets.

1.1 Learning to Construct Component Databases
This article proposes making hardware component information both accessible and affordable by
creating databases from datasheets using state-of-the-art machine learning. This problem requires
machine learning, because datasheets are complex, richly formatted documents that rely on many
implicit signals and structures to communicate information. Addressing datasheet complexity has
traditionally required manual human intervention. Information extraction from datasheets is complicated by three key challenges: relational data, jargon, and input format. Figure 2 shows examples
of these challenges drawn from a sample datasheet.
First, hardware component information is relational in nature. Take, for example, the case where
a user wants to search for quantitative values of a variety of electrical characteristics (Figure 2(a)).
This type of query renders traditional search tools ineffectual, because text-based search alone cannot adequately express these complex relationships. Further, keyword searches commonly match
thousands of documents.
Second, datasheets describe components using technical detail and jargon in a wide variety
of ways (see Figure 2(b)). Extracting their data requires capturing this domain knowledge in a
learning system and precludes relying on untrained crowdsourcing services such as Amazon Mechanical Turk.
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Third, datasheets are distributed in Portable Document Format (PDF), and vendors vary significantly in how they present data using textual, structural, tabular, and visual cues (Figure 2(c)).
These cues are understandable to humans but are challenging for machines to interpret. Further,
the wide variety and non-uniformity of these cues make them impossible to address accurately by
simply applying heuristics.
1.2 Proposed Approach
We propose a methodology for creating hardware component knowledge bases. Our methodology
builds hardware component knowledge bases by reading thousands of PDF datasheets of multiple
component types as input and populates relational databases as output.
We use three machine learning techniques to address the challenges of hardware datasheets.
First, rather than modeling input as unstructured text, we use a rich data model that captures
the multiple modalities of information provided in a PDF document. This allows us to encode
features based on textual, structural, and visual information. Second, we use systematic training
data generation, in the form of weak supervision and data augmentation, to efficiently translate
domain knowledge into the large amount of data that is required to train a machine learning
model on this task. Weak supervision and data augmentation provide multiple ways to combine
and benefit from a wide variety of signals such as heuristics and expert human annotations. Third,
we train a multi-task learning model that is robust to the data variety in hardware datasheets.
This shifts database errors away from random, human errors toward more systematic errors that
a machine learning approach can iteratively address and reduce. In addition, using a multi-task
learning approach improves efficiency when extracting many characteristics from a datasheet by
allowing these extraction tasks to be trained together using a shared feature space (Section 4.2.3).
Other domains have adopted automated methods for creating knowledge bases as a solution
to making information accessible [28, 44]. These domains, however, select automated methods
focused on unstructured text alone. In contrast, hardware datasheets are compiled for technical
readers and include immense data variety typically rendered in dense numerical, graphical, and
pictorial formats. The Fonduer framework [41], which provides a general data model for richly
formatted documents, treats different types of documents indifferently, seeking to force them into
a single framework. In this work, we build on Fonduer but take an opposite approach. Instead
of seeking to force documents into a unified framework, we intimately study at onset the characteristics of the hardware datasheets, then carefully customize our methodology to respond to
our findings. For example, within a datasheet, different electrical characteristics are expressed in
highly similar ways (e.g., in tables with similar headers and structure); this fundamentally aligns
with a multi-task learning approach [42]. Consequently, we utilize Fonduer as a tool to capture
multimodal information, but we modify it to address the unique challenges of hardware datasheets
to extract both textual and non-textual information. Further, we extend it to exploit the fundamental characteristics of the data with Emmental [40], a multi-task learning package. A complete
description of the contributions beyond this prior work is in Section 2.
1.3

Contributions

This article makes these primary contributions:
(1) A methodology for creating hardware component knowledge bases using a rich data
model, weak supervision, data augmentation, and multi-task learning (Section 3).
(2) The evaluation of this methodology on multiple hardware components, extracting both
textual and non-textual information with an average quality of 77 F1 points. We improve
on existing human-curated knowledge bases by 12 F1 points on average (Section 4).
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(3) Application studies that highlight how these databases make hardware component selection easier (Section 4.3).
(4) A case study illustrating how our approach changes how hardware component knowledge
bases are constructed (Section 5).
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Component databases are a key resource in embedded hardware development. Creating these
databases is laborious and error-prone, often needing experts with technical knowledge to read
datasheets and enter data. As a result, these databases are small unless they are proprietary
databases owned by large component search companies. Their small size limits the practical utility of many tools [2, 19, 29]. For example, Drew et al. presented a tool for automatically checking breadboarded circuits, but its underlying knowledge base only supports six types of components [12]. Similarly, Ramesh et al. demonstrated that with a database of components, one can
automatically produce an embedded device hardware design from software; however, they defer
creating a sufficient library to future work [31].
Recent developments in machine learning and knowledge base construction have demonstrated
success in automating the creation of queryable knowledge bases in domains such as paleontology,
electronics, and genomics [41]. We build on this prior work and extend these techniques into the
domain of supporting embedded system development by targeting hardware component knowledge bases, which have great value but are error-prone and laborious to produce.
2.1 Knowledge Base Construction
Knowledge base construction takes documents as input and outputs a database with a user-defined
schema that is populated using information extracted from the input documents. We describe this
process as follows:
A mention, m, represents a noun, i.e., a real-world person, place, or thing, which can be
grouped and identified by its mention type, T . For example, “part number” is a mention type,
while “BC546” is a corresponding mention. A relationship of n mentions is an n-ary relation,
R(m 1 , m 2 , . . . , mn ), which corresponds to a schema, S R (T1 ,T2 , . . . ,Tn ). A candidate is an n-ary
tuple, c = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , mn ), which represents a potentially correct instance of a relation R. For instance, a “part number” and a “price” represent a relation with a schema, S R (T1 ,T2 ), where “BC546”
and “$1.00” represent a candidate, c = (m 1 , m 2 ), of a 2-ary relation, R(m 1 , m 2 ).
To automate knowledge base construction, machine learning–based systems model this process as a classification task. Candidates are extracted from the input documents and assigned a
Boolean random variable where a true value signals that the candidate is a valid instance of a
relation. To make that determination, each candidate is assigned a set of features as signals for
which Boolean value a classifier should assign. Then, these systems maximize the probability of
correctly classifying each candidate based on its features and a set of examples, called training
data.
Ultimately, a supervised machine learning algorithm requires three inputs: (1) candidates, (2)
their features, and (3) training data. It then outputs a marginal probability for each of the input
candidates. Finally, we threshold the output probabilities such that candidates whose probability
exceeds the threshold are classified as true, and vice versa.
2.2 Training Data Generation
Training data is a vital input for knowledge base construction systems powered by machine
learning. However, it is typically costly to obtain, because it requires domain experts to tediously
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label data. Weak supervision and data augmentation have recently emerged as popular techniques
for generating training data. Weak supervision generates training data from unlabeled inputs
using multiple sources of potentially lower-quality labels, such as crowdsourcing [20, 45], existing
knowledge bases [25], or heuristics [32]. Data augmentation generates training data from labeled
inputs by applying transformations to existing, labeled seed data. These two techniques can be
used alone or together to generate training data from diverse inputs, labeled or unlabeled, textual
or non-textual.
For weak supervision, users encode domain expertise in the form of labeling functions. A labeling function receives each candidate as input, labeling it as true, false, or abstains from voting.
Labeling functions can use arbitrary heuristics, which allow them to capture a variety of weak supervision approaches. Because each labeling function can abstain from voting, labeling functions
will potentially cover different subsets of the input data and may conflict with each other due to the
varying quality of the weak supervision sources. We follow the data programming paradigm [33]
and use a generative probabilistic model to estimate the accuracy of each labeling function. These
estimates are applied as weights to the output of each labeling function, resulting in a final probabilistic label for each candidate that serves as training data. Rather than relying solely on manual
labels, with this approach, we combine manual labels with programmatic heuristics and iteratively
generate large amounts of training data.
Weak supervision alone, however, is insufficient when explicit signals that can be used in labeling functions for unlabeled data are limited. This is the case, for example, in non-textual data like
images. Using data augmentation to address these challenging datasets is a useful way to generate
a large set of training data from a limited quantity of labeled examples.
Data augmentation allows users to generate new training data samples by encoding domain
knowledge through transformation functions. These functions map a labeled data sample to
transformed labeled samples by applying a label-variant or -invariant transformation. For example, a transformation function might rotate a given labeled image several ways (a label-invariant
transformation) producing many labeled samples from a single labeled sample. There are a vast
number of possible transformations that can be applied to any given data element. However, while
some transformations improve quality, others are detrimental. Thus, data augmentation strategies
impact scalability and quality [8, 9]. In this article, we use the approach proposed by Reference [43]
to efficiently search over the space of transformations.
2.3 Multi-task Learning
Each learning task, such as extracting a single electrical characteristic, requires candidates, features, and training data to train a classifier. A traditional single-task learning approach treats each
task independently such that each task has its own feature space and representation. In contrast,
multi-task learning is a recent machine learning paradigm that leverages supervised data from
related tasks simultaneously to create a single shared representation for multiple tasks. Learning
multiple related tasks simultaneously often improves performance compared to handling each task
independently [4, 10, 22, 24, 39]. A multi-task learning approach provides advantages by allowing
data to be “pooled” together across many related tasks and results in a more efficient shared feature
space.
Not all tasks benefit from multi-task learning. In some cases, using a multi-task learning approach can reduce performance due to interference between tasks and their data [1, 5]. However,
in the domain of hardware component information, the tasks of extracting different electrical characteristics are highly related (e.g., extracting distinct characteristics, but relying on similar patterns
in the datasheet).
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Fig. 3. An overview of our methodology for creating hardware component knowledge bases.

2.4 The Fonduer Framework
We use Fonduer as a tool to capture multimodal information from richly formatted data such
as PDF datasheets [41]. In particular, Fonduer provides a rich data model for each document
that we utilize for weak supervision in the form of labeling functions, and a feature library that
captures signals from multiple modalities of information (e.g., textual, structural, tabular, and
visual).
While Reference [41] showed that extracting information from PDF datasheets is possible by
extracting a few numerical values from transistor datasheets, this article goes beyond their work
in four ways. First, where Reference [41] showed that extracting information from richly formatted data is generally possible, we provide a practical methodology that details how to do so for
hardware datasheets; at onset, we study the characteristics of this data and carefully tailor the techniques and implementation in response. Second, we show that our approach is generalizable by
extracting hardware component information from three different types of components and by extracting both graphical and textual data, whereas Reference [41] only showed extraction of textual
data from a single component. Third, where Reference [41] used single-task learning, we extend
their framework to support a multi-task learning approach that better leverages the fundamental
similarities between relations in hardware datasheets; this improves both efficiency and scalability as measured by runtime and memory utilization as additional data is extracted. Fourth, we
demonstrate applications end-to-end, from dataset creation to application studies that use these
knowledge bases, whereas Reference [41] focused on the creation of the knowledge base alone.
3 METHODOLOGY
We divide the process of creating hardware component knowledge bases into three phases: (1)
gathering datasets, (2) pre-processing candidates and features as static inputs to a machine learning model, and (3) iterating until we achieve the desired quality (Figure 3). While these phases
are broadly applicable to general document interpretation, in this section, we highlight specific
challenges and hard-earned best practices that result from extracting information from hardware
datasheets. The implementation of each block of the pipeline (e.g., parsing, candidate extraction,
featurization) is detailed in Reference [41].
3.1

Phase 1: Gathering Datasets

Creating hardware component knowledge bases begins with a high-quality corpus of documents.
Because datasheets are distributed as PDF documents, this phase requires extra preparation to get
metadata for each document to arrive at a corpus that allows us to capture non-textual signals like
document structure. In addition, because understanding datasheets requires technical expertise,
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crowdsourcing ground truth labels from untrained services like Amazon Mechanical Turk results
in significantly lower quality knowledge bases.
Acquiring PDF Document Metadata. Manufacturers distribute hardware datasheets as PDF documents that contain tables of relational information. However, unlike HTML or XML documents,
which contain structural metadata, PDF documents only contain characters, vectors, and images,
along with their rendering coordinates. While datasheets rely heavily on structured tables to
present data, the underlying data format contains no explicit metadata about document structure
like tables. Consequently, we require supplementary metadata in addition to the raw characters,
vectors, and images contained within a document. To satisfy this requirement, we use Adobe Acrobat to acquire metadata by generating an HTML representation for each PDF document.6 Though
the conversion process may introduce noise, the HTML metadata provides valuable information
about document structure that complements the visual information in the PDF document that is
used in later phases.
Gathering Labels for Evaluation. To evaluate the quality of the final knowledge base, we must
have gold labels, or ground truth labels, which we can compare against (e.g., by calculating an F1
score). A traditional data extraction pipeline might turn to crowdsourcing to obtain gold labels.
However, because of the technical expertise or training required to interpret these datasheets, we
find that untrained crowdsourcing is costly and often impractical due to the wide variety of inconsistencies and mistakes that must be corrected [15]. Instead, we recommend involving a domain
expert to label data for a small but representative subset of the input corpus. This subset is further
divided into a set used for error inspection during development and a set used to assess generalization during final validation. Collaborating with a domain expert also provides benefits for
later phases, where insights from the domain expert can directly be leveraged as filters or labeling
functions.
3.2

Phase 2: Pre-process Static Inputs

Machine learning algorithms require two static inputs: candidates and their features. The third
input, training data, is iteratively generated and refined in Phase 3. To generate candidates and
features, we must (1) parse the input corpus into a richly formatted data model, (2) extract candidates, and (3) featurize each of these candidates. In the domain of hardware datasheets, we also
must account for implicit information, carefully avoid the combinatorial explosion of candidates,
and leverage multimodal features.
Parsing. Manufacturers distribute datasheets as richly formatted PDF documents that convey
information through textual, structural, tabular, and visual cues. Therefore, it is vital that we preserve as much of this rich metadata as possible when we parse these documents into a data model.
Each subsequent step in the methodology relies on the data model. Implementations where input
documents are parsed as unstructured text will lack information such as tabular or visual alignments, which are vital in determining whether a candidate is correct.
Candidate Extraction. Recall from Section 2 that we define candidates as an n-ary tuple of mentions, each of which belong to a particular mention type. To extract candidates, we first define
mention types for each of the mentions in the candidate, then we extract the cross product of all
mentions of each type to form candidates. Because of this cross product, there can be a combinatorial explosion of candidates, most of which are false. This is particularly prevalent when dealing
6 Prior work has explored different approaches for extracting subsets of this metadata directly from PDF documents [6, 23,
26], but challenges remain.
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with hardware datasheets, where mentions are often simply numerical values in a document. To
combat this class imbalance and improve performance, we apply filters at both the mention and
candidate levels. For example, if a mention type is a numerical value, we can filter at the mention
level by constraining mentions to numerical values within a specific range, but this requires domain expertise to understand the valid range of values. At the candidate level, we can filter based
on the candidate as a whole, e.g., discarding candidates in which all of its component mentions are
not on the same page of the document. This highlights a fundamental tension between optimizing
for system performance and optimizing for end-to-end quality. If we do not filter any candidates,
there is an extreme class imbalance towards negative candidates that lowers end-to-end quality.
Filtering improves performance by reducing the number of candidates considered and helps reduce the class imbalance. But, after a certain point, additional filtering lowers overall recall and,
subsequently, also decreases end-to-end quality.
In addition, hardware datasheets often contain implicit information that should be extracted as
a candidate. For example, rather than explicitly listing “BC546, BC547, BC548” as part numbers, a
document header may simply contain only “BC546...8.” We have extended the Fonduer framework
to support implicit candidates so for simple patterns like this, we can expand the text into implicit
candidates that are only stored after passing through all filters. However, more complex implicit
information remains a challenge (Section 6.2).
Featurization. Next, we featurize each of the extracted candidates using all of the modalities
of features provided by Fonduer [41]. Fonduer leverages its data model to compute features that
capture signals from multiple modalities of information, such as structural, tabular, and visual features in addition to standard natural-language features such as part-of-speech and named-entityrecognition tags. It then creates a vector for each candidate indicating which of the features each
candidate expresses. In simpler domains such as plain text articles, anything beyond textual features may be unnecessary. However, when working with hardware datasheets, we find that final
end-to-end quality is best when features from all modalities are present.
3.3

Phase 3: Iterative Knowledge Base Construction

Finally, to generate the data used to train a machine learning classifier, we use two systematic approaches. First, we use labeling functions to unify multiple sources of supervision, such as heuristics and human labels. This enables systematic capture of domain expertise to generate training
data from unlabeled sources.7 This is especially useful when explicit data signals dictate specific
label assignments. To mitigate the quality variability of each of these sources, we iteratively refine
them, and also our training data, eventually achieving acceptable data quality.
Second, we use transformation functions to generate training data from labeled sources in cases
where the data lacks explicit signals that can be used in weak supervision (e.g., for non-textual
data like images). Applying data augmentation enables us to expand a small amount of labeled
samples into a larger set of training data. We utilize the data augmentation strategy proposed by
Dauphin [43].
Using this iteratively generated, larger training dataset, we then train a multi-task discriminative
model to create a final knowledge base. With this approach, we have a classic classification problem
and can apply logistic regression8 for text-based relation extraction and a convolutional neural
network for image-based relation extraction.
7 We

apply task-specific labeling functions to different tasks separately.
to the high sparsity of the features, we use the sparse version of logistic regression to reduce memory usage during
training.

8 Due
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Fig. 4. The multi-task discriminative model architecture, where all tasks share a feature space but use individual classifiers.

To aid in this process, we provide four best practices for developing labeling and transformation
functions for hardware datasheets. First, use labeling functions that operate on multiple modalities
of information. For example, do not rely on labeling functions that use tabular information alone
to determine alignments; use visual alignment as well. Using multiple modalities helps leverage
the redundant information in the underlying data, resulting in more robust supervision.
Second, class imbalance (where there are many more negative candidates than positive candidates) is a prevalent challenge. Because of this imbalance, we suggest that labeling functions output
true-else-abstain or false-else-abstain, and not output true-else-false or vice versa. Labeling functions that do not abstain label the entire input set, resulting in large numbers of candidates with
conflicting labels, which lowers the computed weight for that labeling function. Instead, repurpose
accurate labeling functions that label true-else-false as filters during candidate extraction.
Third, when debugging and developing labeling functions, evaluate their effectiveness on the
development set, not the test set. Tune and refine the labeling functions by inspecting the true
positive, false positive, and false negative candidates. Collaborate with a domain expert to understand how best to capture their expertise. Labeling functions that help reduce class imbalance are
preferable; we recommend including only labeling functions with an accuracy of greater than 50%.
Typically, high quality is achievable with fewer than 20 accurate labeling functions.
Fourth, use transformation functions that capture domain knowledge from a variety of different
perspectives. The goal of these transformation functions is to generate training data that is as
representative of your dataset as possible. For example, a user might capture domain knowledge
about images in transformation functions that apply rotations, mirroring, rescaling, and blurring
to get a better representation of how an image might appear. Because transformation functions
are often composed together, a wider variety of transformation functions allows generation of
training data that more completely represents the dataset.
We also observe that many relations in hardware component datasets are expressed in a similar
way such that their indicating signals may benefit from other similar relations. For example, maximum and minimum storage temperatures are usually expressed in tables using similar formats.
Consequently, we replace Fonduer’s single-task discriminative model with a multi-task model that
learns from multiple relations simultaneously due to the unique characteristics of the hardware
domain. For our multi-task model, we implement a shared feature space among multiple relations
by using a model with hard parameter sharing [35], i.e., where each task uses an individual classifier, but all tasks share the same feature space and weights. This architecture is shown in Figure 4,
where each relation’s training data is input to the multi-task discriminative model. Within the
model, all relations use a shared feature space and are then classified individually (in our case,
using logistic regression) to produce probabilistic predictions for each relation. We implement
multi-task learning by incorporating Emmental [40], a multi-task learning package.
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Table 1. Summary of the Datasets Used in Our Evaluation Based on Their
Size on Disk, Number of Documents, Average Number of Pages per
Document, and the Number of Relations Extracted

Dataset
Bipolar Junction Transistors
Circular Connectors
Operational Amplifiers
4

Size
3 GB
3 GB
5 GB

#Docs
6.9 K
5.1 K
3.3 K

#Pgs/Doc
5.5
3.2
23.3

#Rels
4
1
2

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our methodology and examine end-to-end quality and scalability. We
perform application studies that illustrate how these datasets can be used to make hardware component selection easier.
4.1

Evaluation Setup

We evaluate our methodology using three distinct hardware component datasets: bipolar junction transistors, operational amplifiers, and circular connectors. We extract relations of electrical
characteristics from each dataset.
4.1.1 Datasets. Table 1 shows a summary of our three datasets, primarily sourced from DigiKey. All of the documents in each dataset are processed to evaluate end-to-end quality (Section 4.2.1). Datasheets were selected by downloading all of the PDF datasheets available on
Digi-Key in the respective product category. In addition, the operational amplifier and transistor datasets were augmented with a small number of documents from Octopart9 and Parts.io.
Datasheets that were duplicates, corrupted (i.e., could not be processed by Adobe Acrobat), encrypted,10 or required optical character recognition (OCR) were filtered out.
These datasets represent immense data variety in terms of both format and style from many
manufacturers, who used over 285 unique versions of software tools to author these datasheets,
ranging from general purpose tools such as Microsoft Word and OpenOffice, to more specialized
tools such as TopLeaf, QuarkXPress, and AutoCAD. These tools also suggest that manufacturers
authored these documents in a wide variety of ways, from manual editing in a word processor to
automatically generating documentation using custom tools built on PDF libraries such as iText
and FPDF. Table 2 shows the tools that were used to author the most documents in our datasets.
Transistors. Transistors are one of the most commonly used and fundamental electrical components. Posts on selecting the correct transistor frequently appear on maker forums [36]. We
select transistor datasheets from over 20 unique manufacturers and extract four binary relations
primarily contained within tables: minimum and maximum storage temperatures, polarity, and
maximum collector-emitter voltages, along with their associated part numbers. Our output is four
database tables with the schema (document, part number, attribute value, probability). We use this
dataset to evaluate how our methodology performs using heuristics as a weak supervision source.
Operational Amplifiers. Huang et al. required an operational amplifier with very specific characteristics [17]. To find potential parts, Huang et al. scraped Digi-Key to explore the trade-off between
9 https://octopart.com/.
10 PDFs can be encrypted and password-protected in two ways. User passwords require a password to open a PDF for
reading. Master passwords require a password to change permission settings and can be used to restrict printing, editing,
and copying content in a PDF. Both PDFs secured with a user password or those that restrict printing and copying content
could not be processed by Adobe Acrobat.
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Table 2. Top Eight Software Tools Used to Create the 15.3 K
Datasheets in Our Total Dataset

Software
Apache FOP
BroadVision QuickSilver
iText
Acrobat Distiller
WinDev
TurnKey TopLeaf
Microsoft Word + Adobe PDFMaker
FPDF

# Docs
1.5 K
1.4 K
1.1 K
1.0 K
1.0 K
0.9 K
0.9 K
0.4 K

% Dataset
9.8
9.2
7.2
6.5
6.5
5.9
5.9
2.6

two electrical characteristics. In contrast, we create that knowledge base using our machine learning approach. Operational amplifiers are more complex and described by datasheets that are 4 ×
longer on average than transistors. We assess datasheets from over 30 unique manufacturers and
extract two unary relations, the gain bandwidth product and the quiescent current, to compare our
result with that in Reference [17]. Our output is two database tables with the schema (document,
attribute value, probability). We use this dataset to evaluate our methodology when using human
labels as a weak supervision source.
Circular Connectors. Circular connectors, the third largest category of items on Digi-Key with
over 490K products from 50 manufacturers, provides a diverse dataset. The sheer number of circular connectors makes it difficult to quickly find the right one, especially since the most important
information about circular connectors are not numerical values, but how they look. To that end, we
extract a single, non-textual, unary relation—thumbnail images—and output a database table with
the schema (document, thumbnail, probability). We use this dataset to evaluate our methodology
when using data augmentation to extract non-textual information.
4.1.2 Evaluation Metric. We evaluate the end quality of our knowledge bases using precision,
recall, and F1 score, defined as follows:
tp
tp
precision × recall
recall =
F1 = 2 ×
,
precision =
tp + f p
tp + f n
precision + recall
where:
tp = True positives. How many candidates predicted to be positive are true.
f p = False positives. How many candidates predicted to be positive are false.
f n = False negatives. How many candidates predicted to be negative are true.
4.1.3 Implementation Details. We implemented our approach in Python, using Fonduer 0.8.2,
Emmental 0.0.6, and PostgreSQL 11.5 for database operations. We used a machine with four physical CPUs (each of which was a 14-core 2.4 GHz Xeon E4–4657L), 1 TB of memory, 2 × NVIDIA
GeForce TITAN X GPUs, 12 × 3 TB disk drives, and Ubuntu 16.04.4 as the operating system. We
used Adobe Acrobat Pro to generate an HTML representation for each PDF document to support
structural features.
4.2 Evaluation Results
We perform several experiments to evaluate our methodology in terms of end-to-end quality and
performance.
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Table 3. End-to-end Quality in Terms of Precision, Recall,
and F1 Score for Each Dataset

Dataset
Trans.

Op. Amps.
Circ. Conn.

Relation
Min. Storage Temp.
Max. Storage Temp.
Polarity
Max. Collector-Emitter Volt.
Gain Bandwidth Product
Quiescent Current
Product Thumbnails

Prec.
0.98
0.96
0.86
0.86
0.74
0.72
0.68

Rec.
0.58
0.61
0.92
0.78
0.73
0.60
0.86

F1
0.73
0.76
0.90
0.83
0.75
0.66
0.76

Fig. 5. End-to-end runtime for each computational stage when scaling the number of documents (left) and
number of relations from 1 K documents (right).

4.2.1 End-to-end Quality. Table 3 shows the precision, recall, and F1 score of each of the relations we extract from each dataset. We achieve, on average, 77 F1 points. Unlike large manually
created knowledge bases that have been cultivated and curated for years, our knowledge bases
were created in a matter of days. As expected, we achieve lower F1 scores for relations that are
more complex. In the transistor dataset, for example, we achieve 90 F1 points for transistor polarities, which take one of two values: “NPN” or “PNP,” and usually apply to all parts on a datasheet.
However, our score for operational amplifier quiescent currents is only 66 F1 points. This is because quiescent current typically differs for each part listed in a datasheet and is often associated
using visual alignments alone, which makes it more sensitive to noise.
In addition, we find that using heuristics as a weak supervision source generally results in
higher precision but lower recall (as shown in the transistor dataset) while using human labels
as a weak supervision source results in a relatively higher recall-to-precision ratio (as shown in
the operational amplifier dataset). The reason for this is twofold: First, providing supervision using
heuristics inherently targets specific patterns or features in the data (e.g., that two words are in
the same tabular row). Consequently, the machine learning model learns a signal more precisely,
since the heuristic is applied systematically across the dataset, but may return lower recall, since
other signals are not directly considered. In contrast, providing human annotations for supervision
inherently targets specific candidates, not patterns. As a result, human labels will typically cover
a more broad set of features resulting in higher recall, yet potentially at the cost of lower precision
(see Section 4.4).
4.2.2 End-to-end Scalability and Performance. We perform two experiments to evaluate the
scalability and performance of our methodology. In Figure 5, we show examples of the end-toend runtime that each computational step of our methodology requires. By rerunning training
data generation and classification alone, we incrementally refine our generated training data. This
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Fig. 6. Performance of a multi-task discriminative model when scaling the number of relations.

fine tuning allows amortization of the costs of parsing our corpus, extracting candidates, and featurizing those candidates.
Parsing scales with the number of input documents, while candidate extraction, featurization,
training data generation, and classification scale with the number of candidates. Figure 5 (left)
shows the relative end-to-end runtime when scaling the number of input documents from the transistor dataset. In Figure 5 (right), we measure the end-to-end runtime of each computational step
when increasing the number of relations extracted from 1 K documents of the transistor dataset.
Increasing the number of relations or the number of documents parsed are proxies for increasing
the number of candidates. From these figures, we see that our methodology scales sublinearly with
both documents and relations.
The end-to-end runtime across our datasets was on the order of 10s of hours; this allows us to
create hardware component knowledge bases in a matter of days. Our implementation has significant room for optimization to reduce the iteration time required to build these knowledge bases.
Optimization efforts could lower system requirements below the thresholds currently needed to
process large datasets.
4.2.3 Comparing Multi-task and Single-task Learning. A common use case for building hardware component knowledge bases is to extract many relations from a single type of component
datasheet. For example, extracting several electrical characteristics at once for each datasheet in
a dataset. In this common case, while each relation represents distinct information, the way that
this information is expressed within a datasheet often shares features such as tabular structure,
alignments, and keywords.
This observation suggests that extracting hardware component information aligns well with a
multi-task learning approach. One of the advantages of a multi-task learning approach is that all
tasks are trained and classified using a shared feature representation. Pragmatically, this results in
reduced overhead for adding additional tasks, since classification only needs to be performed on a
single feature representation, rather than needing to be performed on a unique feature representation for each task.
To evaluate the benefits of a multi-task approach, we compare the runtime, memory usage, and
quality of a multi-task approach with those of a single-task approach when scaling the number
of relations. In Figure 6(a), we compare the runtime for classification for 1 K documents of the
transistor dataset using a single-task and a multi-task learning approach. On average, a multitask approach reduces the runtime for classification by 2.2 ×. Similarly, we find that a multi-task
approach reduces memory usage by 2 × as a result of using a shared feature space for all of the tasks
(Figure 6(b)). Finally, in terms of quality, we find that a multi-task approach matches the quality
of a single-task approach on these four transistor relations, with an average of 80 F1 points. By
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Fig. 7. Quality of our approach vs. Digi-Key for the relations available to compare against ground truth. The
polarity, maximum collector-emitter voltage, gain bandwidth product, and quiescent current relations are
abbreviated as P, CEV, GBP, and QC, respectively.

Fig. 8. Example datasheet tables showcasing challenges faced while extracting parts and attribute values.

leveraging multi-task learning, we improve the performance of our approach without sacrificing
quality.
4.2.4 The Benefits of a Machine Learning Approach. The process of manually creating large
knowledge bases like Digi-Key is expensive and prone to human error. To better understand the
benefits of a more automated approach, we compare our generated knowledge bases with Digi-Key
on four relations from a small set of transistor and operational amplifier datasheets using ground
truth labeled by domain experts. Of the relations we extract, only these four relations are present
in Digi-Key’s database. Consequently, only these four relations can be directly compared.
On average, we improve on the quality of Digi-Key’s knowledge base by 12 F1 points, primarily
by improving recall by 23% while only losing 8% in precision (Figure 7). Digi-Key outperforms
our approach in terms of F1 score when extracting maximum collector-emitter voltages. This is
primarily due to noise introduced during PDF parsing (see Section 6). For example, in Figure 8(a),
some PDF parsers may ignore vertical alignments for the cells boxed in blue and instead collapse
all those values into a single sentence per cell. This results in inaccurate structural information,
which makes it challenging to correctly associate part numbers with their attribute values.
By inspecting these discrepancies, we find that errors in Digi-Key data for these relations fall
into three categories:
(1) Recall: In 66% of these discrepancies, Digi-Key only extracts a subset of the parts or values
described in the datasheet. For example, a datasheet may express multiple valid gain values
based on how an amplifier is configured, but Digi-Key only extracts one of multiple valid
gain values for each amplifier.
(2) Neglecting hierarchy: In 29% of discrepancies, Digi-Key ignores part family information.
For example, failing to relate a value to a part family as a whole (e.g., BC546) when all the
children of that part family (e.g., BC546A, BC546B, BC546C) share a value.
(3) Inconsistent interpretation: 5% of the discrepancies occur because Digi-Key interprets a
value inconsistently. For example, both V(BR)CEX and VCEO can be generally referred to as
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Fig. 9. Quality of our approach vs. Mouser on extracting quiescent current from 100 operational amplifier
datasheets.

a “collector-emitter voltage.” Ambiguity may cause human annotators to unintentionally
extract the wrong value (Figure 8(b)).
Importantly, these error classes are not systematic; they do not follow a regular, consistently applied pattern. Further, these error classes can also vary depending on the individual inputting data.
In contrast, a machine learning approach shifts the class of errors from random to systematic,
which can be readily identified and reduced. We inspect the discrepancies and find that our errors
can also be classified into three categories:
(1) Heuristic errors: 48% of the discrepancies occur due to weak supervision that systematically fails to properly account for certain key indicators. For example, a subset of
datasheets may use a different keyword than the rest to describe a particular electrical
characteristic, which we fail to account for in our labeling functions.
(2) Noisy PDF parsing: 39% of the discrepancies occur due to errors introduced when parsing
the PDF documents. The resulting noise prevents us from utilizing key document features
that would have otherwise enabled us to correctly extract values. For example, failing to
maintain the structure of a document’s tables introduces errors in tabular relationships
within the datasheet.
(3) Stringent filters: 13% of the discrepancies occur due to over-specific filters that fail to
capture all values for an attribute. For example, a filter that assumes collector-emitter
voltages end in 0 or 5 will filter collector-emitter voltages that end in 2 even if they are
valid.
To better understand how our approach compares with other public databases, we also evaluate
our trained model on a sample of 100 Mouser operational amplifier datasheets by extracting quiescent currents (Figure 9). We find that, like our comparison with Digi-Key, we significantly improve
the recall of the extracted relation—by over 3 × in this case. This improvement is caused primarily
because Mouser, like Digi-Key, often only extracts a subset of the valid quiescent current values
in the datasheet. Unlike our Digi-Key comparison, we improve on precision by 1.4 ×. We find that
Mouser’s labels for quiescent current values are often inconsistent. For example, although the majority of the reported values are typical operating values for quiescent current, a large portion of
their labels will instead inconsistently report the maximum value. Further, because only a single
value is extracted for each datasheet, this inconsistency decreases recall when an incorrect maximum value is labeled and the correct typical value is omitted. These improvements result in an F1
improvement from using our approach of 2.2 ×. We could not compare our results with services
like Parts.io, which do not publish their databases of component information.
Using information posted on websites such as Digi-Key or Mouser is common practice, but this
study illuminates how supplier summaries are limited when used as hardware component knowledge bases. Specifically, supplier summaries are, often by design, not exhaustive. Instead, supplier
summaries focus on the components stocked and sold by the supplier and may only represent
a biased fraction of all available components. While supplier summaries typically maintain very
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Fig. 10. Examples of non-textual information from real datasheets that applications could utilize. When
electrical characteristic summaries are insufficient, designers may want to refer to the detailed characteristic
curves (left). When selecting connectors, a preview of a product thumbnail is much faster to check than
reading detailed measurements (middle). When prototyping circuits, matching up a component’s footprint
with its pin diagram is critical (right).

high precision, this selectivity also significantly limits their recall and, consequently, their use as
a general hardware component knowledge base.
4.3

Application Studies

In this section, we study two example applications powered by our hardware component knowledge bases and demonstrate how these machine-generated knowledge bases make hardware component selection easier.
4.3.1 Enhancing Catalogs with Non-textual Information. Traditional information extraction systems focus on extracting textual information. However, many component selection and design applications utilize both textual and non-textual information. As shown in Figure 10, datasheets also
contain this valuable information, often exclusively, in the form of figures, images, and diagrams.
We extend Fonduer to go beyond traditional text extraction by leveraging the raw pixel-level
information contained in hardware datasheets. We extract all images from the datasheets (which
are stored in the Fonduer data model) as candidates. This allows us to apply image processing, such
as a convolutional neural network, to extract signals from this pixel-level information. There are
many classes of applications that may benefit from extraction of this non-textual information, such
as automatically generating computer-aided design models from diagrams, gathering schematics
and pinouts for embedded design generation [31], or augmenting search engines with product
thumbnails.
As an example application, we demonstrate how our approach can be applied to extract nontextual data like images of product thumbnails. With over 495K products listed, circular connectors are the third largest product category on Digi-Key. Unlike transistors or operational amplifiers, one of the most important characteristics of circular connectors is their appearance. Without
hardware knowledge bases that contain thumbnails, finding a compatible connector would either
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Fig. 11. Even when assuming perfect precision, our approach improves on both Digi-Key and Mouser by
12 × in F1 score.

require searching for and tediously inspecting the contents of each datasheet or knowing its exact
type beforehand. Major services such as Digi-Key and Mouser try to include thumbnails for all of
the components they sell. However, collecting these thumbnails often requires more effort than
numerical data entry, resulting in incomplete databases due to the cost. Of the 495K circular connectors in Digi-Key’s catalog, less than 3% have thumbnails. Similarly, only 2% of the 823K circular
connectors in Mouser’s catalog have thumbnails.
To apply our approach to product thumbnail image extraction, we select a pre-trained ResNet18 network provided from torchvision11 and fine tune the model’s weights based on our dataset.
We also augment our training data using techniques described in Reference [43], such as rotations, mirroring, and rescaling. We then use the convolutional neural network to classify which
images are product thumbnails for each document. We achieve 86% recall and 68% precision (76 F1
points) on this task to produce a database of product thumbnails that can be displayed with each
component. This far simplifies the search for the correct connector. To facilitate a comparison,
we estimate an upper bound for the quality of both the Digi-Key and Mouser catalogs of circular
connector thumbnails by assuming they have perfect precision (Figure 11) and then compare their
metrics against the metrics we calculate on our subset of test documents. Our automated approach
improves on the F1 score of both Digi-Key and Mouser by 12 × or more.
Our methodology is a new approach to automating the extraction of both textual and nontextual information from hardware datasheets. This example application demonstrates that there
are troves of valuable information still locked away in datasheets that can be automatically extracted with our approach in a straightforward way. Although challenges with extraction of nontextual information remain, such as graph interpretation and vector graphics, our approach is
extensible and may be augmented to handle these in the future.
4.3.2 Electrical Characteristic Analysis. Analyzing electrical characteristics is a key part of the
process of selecting hardware components. Huang et al. found that the key to their sensor device
was the capacity to detect an ultrasonic signal reliably and accurately within a constrained power
budget [17]. To accomplish this, they needed a series of operational amplifiers that could provide
1000 × gain and were highly motivated to minimize the number of operational amplifiers used in
their circuit to minimize noise and physical size.
To aid their search, they performed a survey of operational amplifiers by scraping data from
Digi-Key and plotted the gain bandwidth product against the quiescent supply current of each
amplifier. Their data is shown in Figure 12(a) in dark blue (×). We extract the same two electrical
characteristics from our dataset of operational amplifier datasheets. We filter the gain bandwidth
and quiescent current using thresholds of 0.50 and 0.75, respectively. Then, we combine the filtered
characteristics based on their reading-order appearance in their datasheets and plot our results in
light blue (+). The data from Digi-Key contains 10,877 points, 620 of which are unique. The data
from our approach contains 2,280 points, 1,026 of which are unique. Our plot contains fewer points,
11 https://github.com/pytorch/vision.
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Fig. 12. Comparing the data gathered using our approach against Digi-Key’s public data.

because we only extract data from a subset of the total documents on Digi-Key; we exclude those
that required OCR, were corrupt, or were encrypted (Section 4.1.1).
To quantify the similarity in the shape of these data points, we leverage the Hausdorff distance, which is a commonly used metric for comparing how similar two point sets are in a metric
space [18, 37]. We first normalize the data into the range [0, 1] by taking the logarithm of the data,
subtracting by the minimum values of each dimension, and then dividing by the maximum values of each dimension before computing the Hausdorff distance. Then, the normalized Hausdorff
distance, D h , is the maximal Euclidean distance, dist, between any point of one set to
√ the nearest
point in another set, normalized by the maximum possible distance, z, where z = 2, since the
data itself is normalized to the range [0, 1].
D h (A, B) =

1
max (min (dist(a, b)))
z a ∈A b ∈B

(1)

A normalized Hausdorff distance of 0 indicates that every point exactly overlaps between the two
point sets, and the distance will approach 1 as the point sets are separated.
We compute the distribution of the distance between each point produced by our approach and
the Digi-Key set and plot the cumulative distribution function in Figure 12(b). We find our data
largely overlaps with Digi-Key. 95% of our data points are less than 0.018 normalized Hausdorff
distance from the Digi-Key set with a maximum distance of 0.21.
Huang et al. ultimately selected a Micrel MIC861/863, which has a gain of 400 kHz and a quiescent current of 4.6 μA. Using our dataset, we are able to identify—with the correct gain bandwidth
product and quiescent current values—the same operational amplifiers meeting their design constraints (circled in red in Figure 12(a)). However, rather than using a proprietary knowledge base
built over decades using large amounts of manually input data, our approach used a database created from the ground up using training data generation and multi-task learning in a matter of
days.
By inspecting a sample of the discrepancies between the two approaches, we find differences
that result from both errors in Digi-Key’s database (e.g., marking a value as kHz rather than MHz)
and errors in our output (e.g., misclassifying an erroneous current value as quiescent current).
However, in a machine learning approach, these errors are more systematic in nature and so can
be more readily identified and corrected (Section 4.2.4). While both Digi-Key and our database
are imperfect, this first-order analysis suggests that our approach can create queryable knowledge
bases at scale and with human-like quality, which can serve as a powerful foundation for analysis
tools. Our approach can also be applied to new domains, where existing databases may not exist.
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Fig. 13. Our methodology benefits from using both the recall of human annotations and the systematic
consistency and precision of a training data generation techniques like weak supervision.

4.4 Discussion
Traditionally, machine learning systems rely on large amounts of manually labeled data. Because
human annotations are expensive and time-consuming, this need for human interjection often
limits the total training data available. This explains the rise in popularity of techniques like weak
supervision, which typically use heuristics to programmatically generate training data.
We observe that heuristic-based supervision and human annotations have distinct characteristics that give rise to unique advantages. Human annotators operate in the context of candidates;
they identify specific instances of true or false candidates. This provides sparse but specific information that is agnostic to the underlying features or patterns of the candidates. In contrast,
heuristic-based supervision operates in the context of patterns. For example, entire subsets of candidates might be labeled true or false based on a pattern they share. As a result, these heuristics
operate precisely based on the underlying features.
The characteristics of these approaches are shown in Figure 13. In this figure, each square represents a candidate. Each candidate in a document has key signals, or features, that correspond
to underlying patterns associated with the candidate. Human annotations provide true and false
labels for individual candidates and often cover a wide range of signals that a machine learning
model can learn from. In contrast, heuristics are applied strictly based on key signals and only
label those exact signals with precision. In support of this intuition, we find that the heuristic supervision used in the transistor dataset results in higher precision, while the human annotations
used in the operational amplifier dataset results in higher recall (Table 3).
Figure 14 also shows a demonstration of this intuition using the maximum collector-emitter
voltage for transistors as an example. Here, we use a small development set of 100 documents that
have been manually annotated, and a larger training set of 1 K documents that are unlabeled. We
plot the F1 score achieved on a held-out set of test documents when using: (1) human annotations from the small development set to train our classifier (labeled “human”), (2) heuristics on the
training and development sets (labeled “heuristics”), and (3) a joint approach of using human annotations for the development set augmented with the heuristics applied to the training set (labeled
“joint”). We then sweep over different threshold values where candidates with a probability over
the threshold are labeled true and calculate the resulting F1 score. We find that the joint approach
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heuristics as weak supervision sources can
help improve quality by jointly leveraging the
precision of heuristics and recall of human
annotations.
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Fig. 15. Developers iteratively refine training
data by adding, modifying, or removing labeling functions to increase quality. These iterations can be performed quickly without
needing to repeatedly run the full extraction
pipeline.

results in the highest F1 scores for larger threshold values, followed by human annotations, and
then heuristics.
While these benefits are dependent on the datasets and quality of heuristics and human annotations, this highlights the value of using an approach that can support both sources of supervision.
In many cases, a joint approach leveraging the benefits of both supervision from heuristics and
supervision from human annotations successfully incorporates the advantages of each individual approach. When certain candidates are difficult to label heuristically, even a small amount of
precise human annotations provides sufficient signal to a machine learning model for it to learn
systematically.
5 CASE STUDY: A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A DEVELOPER
To more clearly illustrate the value of our methodology as applied to the application development process, we describe two common tasks: extracting a new relation and serving queries in
production.
5.1 Extracting a New Relation
A key idea of our methodology is changing where developers spend time from manually annotating training data to programmatically creating their training data using weak supervision and
data augmentation (Section 3.3). Training data generation and classification are a relatively small
portion of end-to-end runtime (Section 4.2.2), allowing developers to quickly and iteratively add
and tune their generated training data in the form of labeling and transformation functions to
improve the quality of their databases.
Figure 15 shows how F1 score might evolve using weak supervision as an example. A developer
incrementally adds, modifies, or deletes labeling functions, including a low-quality labeling function (i.e., one with less than 50% accuracy) in iteration 3, that lowers the F1 score. By analyzing the
false positive and negative candidates and evaluating the accuracy of these functions, developers
can make incremental adjustments to systematically address their error classes.
As indicated by the dashed line in Figure 15, there is an upper bound on the achievable quality.
This limit depends on the quality of the data and the ability to map labeling functions to cues
in the underlying data model. For example, PDF parsing errors may introduce significant noise
and negatively impact quality (Sections 4.2.4 and 6). While the upper bound cannot be known a
priori, developers find diminishing returns as they approach this limit and can analyze the errors
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Fig. 16. Real-world examples of formatting challenges that the techniques of our methodology do not
address.

to triage root causes. In our experience, fewer than 20 iterations are necessary to approach the
upper bound.
Takeaway. To extract a new relation, a developer can quickly iterate by running only a small
portion of the pipeline (training data generation and classification) to generate large amounts of
training data. Utilizing error analysis, a developer can identify and systematically address errors
to improve quality.
5.2 Serving Queries with a Trained Model
Subsequent to the development phase are two common serving tasks. First, from the perspective
of an application developer, the output of the trained model can be used to populate a relational
database. This database of hardware component information can then be directly queried and integrated into new applications. Second, from the perspective of an database developer, the database
can be quickly scaled using additional documents. The developer can use the pipeline and trained
model to receive new documents as input and directly execute parsing, candidate extraction, featurization, and classification using the trained model to add more entries into the database. This
methodology replaces the traditional approach of using hundreds of hours of manual data entry with a more automated approach of using training data generation to produce a high-quality
model that extracts relations at scale.
Takeaway. In production, developers can build new applications using the familiar backend of
a relational database. Furthermore, this database is easy to scale; it can automatically be expanded
by running additional input documents through an already-trained pipeline.
6 FUTURE WORK
Our methodology is effective for building hardware component knowledge bases of relational
information, such as electrical characteristics and their values listed in datasheets. However, below
we highlight several significant limitations to guide future work.
6.1

Parsing PDF Documents

PDF documents are the de facto standard for publishing hardware component information. As the
primary input, any noise or errors introduced during the PDF parsing process propagate through
the rest of the pipeline and negatively affect quality. In the context of datasheets, PDF parsing tools
do not fare well in at least three challenging scenarios.
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Fig. 17. Real-world examples of implicit relationships that are not addressed by these techniques.

First, PDF documents consisting of scanned images requiring OCR (e.g., Figure 16(a)) introduce
noise that is difficult to eliminate downstream. For example, OCR software may interpret a scanned
document containing the text “50 °C” as “50 OC,” “500C,” or even as “5000,” depending on the
quality of the original scan and the quality of the OCR software.
Second, because PDF merely specifies characters, vectors, or images and the locations to render
them, even native-digital PDF documents that include text as vectors rather than characters can
cause OCR issues. For example, some manufacturers publish datasheets where, rather than using
text characters, they draw text using vectors, resulting in documents that contain little to no text
(Figure 16(b)).
Third, manufacturers author datasheets using a gamut of software tools and design them to be
understood visually by human readers. Recall that our methodology leverages structural information such as tabular alignment in a document. To extract this metadata, we pair PDF documents
with a more structured format like HTML. When datasheets break the assumptions of common
PDF parsing tools, such as allowing content to cross cell borders (Figure 16(c)), parsers introduce
additional errors that degrade the resultant data quality.
Researchers continue to propose a variety of techniques designed to address challenging aspects
of parsing PDFs, including text extraction [30, 38], table extraction [21, 27], and figure extraction [7,
34]. However, we find that mainstream tools inadequately address the scenarios described above.
6.2 Understanding Implicit Relationships
Also remaining for future work is understanding information that is implicitly expressed in a document. For example, rather than explicitly listing “BC546A, BC546B, BC547A, BC547B” as part
numbers, a document header may simply contain only “BC546...547A/B.” Here, we must implicitly
understand how to expand and associate these part numbers and suffixes. Some datasheets also use
these suffixes in isolation to reference a family of part numbers (Figure 17(a)). This challenge is exacerbated when relationships are expressed using color coding or symbolic legends (Figure 17(b)).
6.3

Open Information Extraction

Our methodology extracts precise, pre-defined relations from a corpus of documents. This requires
the user to explicitly define relations to extract and create new labeling functions, transformation
functions, and gold data for each relation. This process scales linearly with the number of target
relations. In response, researchers have proposed techniques in open information extraction for
extracting large sets of relations without requiring pre-defined specifications [3, 13]. However,
these techniques do not yet support richly formatted data such as hardware component datasheets.
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7 CONCLUSION
Embedded system design productivity benefits from hardware component information that is both
available and accessible. Unfortunately, troves of hardware component information is inaccessibly
locked away in datasheets. We present a methodology for creating queryable hardware component knowledge bases directly from their PDF datasheets. We use state-of-the-art machine learning techniques based on weak supervision, data augmentation, and multi-task learning to overcome some of the known challenges of extracting relational information from richly formatted
datasheets.
Our approach leverages domain expertise from both heuristics and human labels. Utilizing training data generation, we combine benefits from the sparse but accurate signals of human annotations with the precise and systematic application of heuristics to yield a more robust and effective
method of creating knowledge bases.
We evaluate our methodology by applying it to a dataset of over 15K PDF datasheets for transistors, operational amplifiers, and circular connectors. We extract multiple relations and multiple
modalities of information from these datasheets such as numerical values from tables, text from
paragraph descriptions, and product thumbnail images, achieving an average of 77 F1 points. On
average, we improve recall by 23% at a cost of 8% in precision and find that our methodology
improves on existing human-curated knowledge bases by 12 F1 points. Finally, we demonstrate
examples of real-world applications that meet or exceed the quality of existing applications but
can be created in a matter of days.
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